Do you have a story that you want to tell, but aren’t quite sure how to take your vision and put it on paper? In this workshop, you will learn all the ingredients necessary for an amazing script, such as how to create a beat sheet, story treatment, and an effective log-line. Then, use those tools and techniques to write a script that Hollywood producers will love!

WHY CHOOSE THIS CAMP?

+ Learn from experienced writers
+ Work with caring educators
+ Small class sizes
+ Experience working with youth
+ Support staff available

FROM DREAM TO SCREEN

Write your own script with Outside the Lens & San Diego Writers, Ink this summer!

9th Grade - College
SD Writers Ink, Point Loma RM 202
5 Sessions: 7/1, 7/8, 7/15, 7/22, 7/29

PROGRAM COST

$209 Mondays
4:30 PM - 6:30 PM

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

+ Develop studio standard screenwriting skills
+ Bring your creative idea to life
+ Create your very own screenplay

GIVE A KID A CAMERA. BUILD A BETTER WORLD.

INFO@OUTSIDE THELENS.ORG